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Viral latency

Murata et al. 2014



Wylie et al. 2012



Blood virome

DNA viruses

● Adenoviridae 
● Baculoviridae
● Herpesviridae 
● Marseilleviridae
● Myoviridae
● Polyomaviridae
● Papillomaviridae
● Poxviridae 
● Siphoviridae
● Anelloviridae
● Inoviridae
● Micoviridae
● Parvoviridae

Popgeorgiev et al. 2013



Shotgun sequencing

human dsDNA

viral 
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bacterial
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Sampling → DNA extraction

thermofisher.com



Goals
Characterize viral representation in WGS data and search for 
association between viral load and genetic variations

1. Explore literature data (all)
2. Create a pipeline for WGS data analysis (all)
3. Find open WGS databases (Alisa, Nadya)
4. Test pipeline on different samples (all)
5. Count viral load in testing data (Yura)

Tasks



What issues had to be resolved
1. Sequence alignment software
2. Which human reference genome to use: GRCh38 or GRCh37?
3. How to determine viruses presence among unmapped reads: blast or 

something faster?
4. How to count viral load

VS



Pipeline

Deduplication

Adapter 
trimming, quality 

trimming, 
filtration

alignment to 
reference 

human genome 
(GRCh38)

extracting 
unmapped 

reads

alignment of 
unmapped reads 

to RefSeq 
databases

Pre-processing

bwa-mem

virus load 
estimation

samtools 
(-f 12)

Kraken2clumpify.sh cutadapt
trimmomatic

bash
R



First dataset
Sample of a woman's uterine tissue that 
is rich in papillomavirus 16, caused 
cervical cancer

Virus-only subset:

Total diversity:



Data samples
1. One sample from woman's uterine tissue from 

Genotek (all)

2. One sample from 1000 Genomes (CEU population): 
bam and fastq files (Nadya)

3. Eight WES samples from Genotek (Nadya)

4. One WGS sample from Genotek (Alisa)



Viral load estimation

Approaches:

1. Using coverage values (median or average)
2. Using number of mapped reads
3. Using number of reads classified by Kraken 

Difficulty



Method Viral genomes per human 
genome

523.72

107.77

104.16

89.12

188

Genotek reference value 97.4

Example on HPV



Future plans

1. Run all the WGS data through our pipeline
a. 1000 Genomes
b. Genotek WGS data

2. Perform GWAS analysis to find variants affecting virus 
copy number 

3. Compare viral representation in different populations 



Thank you for your attention


